Date of issue: November 9, 1982

Affected parts: Cable connections with TALURIT and NICOPRESS sleeves in sailplanes and powered sailplanes whose flight control cables or parts thereof had been replaced in recent years.

Subject: Sleeves on cable splices

Reason: Defective cable splices may have been produced during manufacturing of control cables if TALURIT aluminium or copper sleeves have erroneously been pressed using a NICOPRESS tool.

Action and compliance: During the next annual inspection after the effective date of this AD but not later than March 31, 1983, inspect sailplanes and powered sailplanes whose control cables or parts thereof had been replaced for pressed cable splices produced by use of TALURIT sleeves together with a NICOPRESS tool. Only those pressed cable splices are admissible for which sleeves and tools made by the same manufacturer have been used, i.e. NICOPRESS sleeves together with a NICOPRESS tool and TALURIT sleeves together with a TALURIT pressing tool. The cable splices can be identified by the following criteria:

1. Admissible cable splices
   1.1 TALURIT sleeve pressed with a TALURIT tool:
      1.1.1 Cable diameters 3.2 mm and 2.4 mm, smooth sleeve without any noticeable rims and grooves.
   1.2 NICOPRESS sleeve pressed with a NICOPRESS tool:
      1.2.1 Cable diameter 3.2 mm, sleeve shows two opposite longitudinal grooves and three pressed grooves around its perimeter
      1.2.2 Cable diameter 2.4 mm, sleeve shows two opposite longitudinal grooves and one pressed groove around the perimeter.

2. Inadmissible cable splices
   2.1 TALURIT sleeve pressed with a NICOPRESS tool:
      2.1.1 Cable diameter 3.2 mm, sleeve shows two opposite longitudinal rims instead of grooves and three pressed grooves around its perimeter.
      2.1.2 Cable diameter 2.4 mm, sleeve shows two opposite longitudinal rims instead of grooves and one pressed groove around the perimeter.

All control cables with inadmissible cable splices are to be replaced by airworthy ones.

Accomplishment and log book entry: Action to be accomplished by an approved service station and to be checked and entered in the sailplane's log by a licensed inspector.

Note: See also AD no. 74-323/2 dated November 12, 1974.